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The whole of the magnificent Riftwar Cycle by bestselling author Raymond E. Feist, master of magic and adventure, now available in ebook
Fresh back from the front, another foe defeated, Prince Arutha arrives to find all is not well in Krondor. A series of apparently random murders
has brought an eerie quiet to the city. Where normally the streets are bustling with merchants and tricksters, good life and night life, now there
seems to be a self-imposed curfew at sundown. Mutilated bodies have been turning up in the sewers, the Mockers' demense. The Thieves'
Guild has been decimated men, women, children, it matters not. The head of the Mockers is missing, presumed dead. Those few who
survived the terrible attacks are lying low. Very low. The Crawler, it seems, is back in town. And he's being helped by others, more ruthless
than he. Can it be the Nighthawks again? The Prince enlists his loyal Squire James to find out. If anyone can unravel what's happening in the
bowels of Krondor, he can. He knows the sewers like the back of his hand. Afterall, as Jimmy the Hand, he grew up there. Meanwhile, the
retinue of the Duke of Olasko has arrived suddenly at the palace, a week ahead of schedule but with no apologies and many demands. They
say they are here to hunt. But to hunt what. Pug's son William, on his first posting as a knight-lieutenant, must escort them into the wilds. It
should have been a straightforward mission.
Magician's EndBook Three of the Chaoswar SagaHarper Voyager
Fantasy. The Conclave of Shadows battles the villainous sorcerer Belasco and his demon servants
Discover the fate of the original black Magician, Pug, as prophecy becomes truth in the last book of the Riftwar Cycle.
Discover the magic of Trudi Canavan with her brand new novel in the Traitor Spy trilogy. . . Events are building to a climax in Sachaka as
Lorkin returns from his exile with the Traitor rebels. The Traitor Queen has given Lorkin the huge task of brokering an alliance between his
people and the Traitors. Lorkin has also had to become a feared black magician in order to harness the power of an entirely new kind of
gemstone magic. This knowledge could transform the Guild of Magicians -- or make Lorkin an outcast forever. The Traitor Spy trilogy, which
began with The Ambassador's Mission and The Rogue, is the new series set in the world of the international bestselling Black Magician
trilogy.
Book one in the magnificent Empire Trilogy by bestselling authors Raymond E. Feist and Janny Wurts, now available in ebook format.
The vile sorcerer Sidi plans to strike the kingdom a fatal blow, setting the murderous pirate Bear upon the high seas in pursuit of the vessel
that is transporting Midkemia's most holy object; the Tear of the Gods. From this miraculous stone all magic power is believed to flow. And if
the Tear becomes the mage's trinket, the future will hold only terror, death and unending night. For Squire James, Lieutenant William, and the
able magician Jazhara, the race is on to rescue the remarkable artifact. For all manner of dark creatures are gathering with one unspeakable
purpose: to breed the chaos that will hasten the destruction of Squire James and his brave companions . . . and bring about the total
corruption of the Tear of the Gods.
A new novel from internationally bestselling author Raymond E. Feist.
Fantasy-roman.
Return to a world of magic and adventure from best selling author Raymond E. Feist. This bundle includes the complete Conclave of
Shadows. The bundle includes: Talon of the Silver Hawk (1), King of Foxes (2), Exile’s Return(3).
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The final book in The Darkwar series from the world-wide best-selling author of Magician. Wrath of a Mad God witnesses the cataclysmic end
to one of Feist’s best-loved worlds.
Dark and powerful forces threaten the world of Garn once more in this second novel in legendary New York Times bestselling author
Raymond E. Feist's epic fantasy series, the Firemane Saga. "This is a knockout."-- Publishers Weekly (starred review) Hatushaly and his
young wife Hava have arrived in the prosperous trading town of Beran's Hill to restore and reopen the fire-damaged Inn of the Three Stars.
They are also preparing for the popular midsummer festival, where their friends Declan and Gwen will be wed. But Hatu and Hava are not the
ordinary loving couple they appear to be. They are assassins from the mysterious island of Coaltachin, home to the powerful and lethal
Nocusara, the fearsome "Hidden Warriors." Posing as innkeepers, they are awaiting instructions from their masters in the Kingdom of Night.
Hatu conceals an even more dangerous secret. He is the last remaining member of the legendary Firemanes, the ruling family of Ithrace.
Known as the Kingdom of Flames, Ithrace was one of the five greatest realms of Tembria, ruled by Hatu's father, Stervern Langene, until he
and his people were betrayed. His heir, Hatu--then a baby--was hidden among the Nocusara, who raised him to become a deadly spy. Hatu
works hard to hide his true identity from all who would seek to use or to destroy him, as fate has other plans for the noble warrior. Unexpected
calamity forces him to make choices he could not have dreamed awaited him. A series of horrific events shatters the peace of Beran's Hill,
bringing death and devastation and unleashing monstrous forces. Once more, the Greater Realms of Tembria are threatened--and nothing
will ever be the same again.
In the mountains of Midkemia, a boy came brutally of age in blood and in terror. And now he lives for one purpose alone ... revenge! An
exceptionally skilled swordsman, young Tal Hawkins was the only survivor of the massacre of his village -- rescued, recruited, and trained by
the mysterious order of magicians and spies, the Conclave of Shadows. Now one of the secret society's most valuable agents, he gains
entrance into the court of Duke Olasko, the bloodthirsty and powerful despot whose armies put Tal's village to the sword, by posing as a
nobleman from the distant Kingdom of the Isles. But the enemy is cunning and well protected -- in league with the foul necromancer Leso
Varen, dark master of death-magic -- and to gain the Duke's trust and confidence, Tal Hawkins must first sell his soul.
After inheriting the mantle as leader of Sorcerer's Isle, Magnus, Pug's son, unearthed his father's journal. Rather than consigning it to the
library shelf, Magnus reorganized its contents and inserted some of his own observations and clarifications of his father's life. Here for the first
time, father and son are united in a single story that charts the evolution of Midkemia itself. Complete with hand-drawn maps, which Pug
collected throughout his life, that detail changes in Midkemia's geography as war ravages the land and physically alters the landscape, the
book is part journal and part atlas. With thirty pieces of specially commissioned artwork that bring key moments in the Chaoswar Saga to vivid
life, it delivers an in-depth look into the world of Midkemia as never seen before.
A loyal soldier and a wealthy merchant have served bravely in the flames of an enduring war that is ravaging their land. But swords, bows,
wits and courage will no longer be enough to defeat the scourge that is descending upon their home. For a foul and terrible thing has
escaped from a world already devoured to feed on one consumed by chaos--an insatiable nightmare creature of dark and murderous nature
which seeks to own and corrupt the very source of life itself The final conflict is joined, pitting serpent against man and magician against
demon. For those who battle in the cause of good, there will be victory . . . or there will be doom for all. There can be no other outcome.
The first book in the bestselling Serpentwar series.
The always debonair Ryuuichi the Magician has left American and returned East, only to be assaulted by his adoring fans and mysteries so
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deep that they will squeeze the living brain juices out of you. In "When the Pale Moon Shines" Ryuuichi must steal away a ballerina from the
oppressive country she lives in. But will he be able to stay so graceful when ordered to kill or lose the person he cares about? In "Picture
Scrolls of the March Burglar", Ryuuichi is visiting Japan! He sees the sights, does the whole tourist thing, and tries to steal a priceless
Bodhisattva statue. Once he finds out the truth behind it, however, can he steal it without losing his life? And why is there blood on the floor?
Long recovered from the ravages of the Riftwar, the land and people of the kingdom of the Isles thrive. Nicholas, the youngest son of Prince
Arutha, is intelligent and gifted but vastly inexperienced. In hopes of hardening him, his father sends him and his irreverent squire, Harry, to
live at Rustic Castle Crydee to learn of life beyond the halls of privilege. But within weeks of Nicholas and Harry's arrival, Crydee is viciously
attacked by unknown assailants, resulting in murder, massive destruction, and the abduction of two young noblewomen. The raiders have
come from a pirate haven and are no ordinary foe ... but an enemy connected to dark magical forces that threaten the lands Nicholas will
someday rule -- if he survives.
The first book in a brand new series by the master of epic fantasy, Raymond E. Feist. Ten years after the cataclysmic events of Wrath of a
Mad God took place, Midkemia now faces a new danger thought buried in myth and antiquity.
Jimmy the Hand, boy thief of Krondor, lived in the shadows of the city. Though gifted beyond his peers, Jimmy is merely a pickpocket with
potential--until he aids Prince Arutha in the rescue of Princess Anita from Duke Guy du Bas-Tyra, and runs afoul of "Black Guy's" secret
police. Facing a choice between disappearing on his own or in a weighted barrel at the bottom of Krondor's harbor, Jimmy chooses the
former. Forced to flee the only home he's ever known, Jimmy finds himself among the unsuspecting rural villagers of Land's End, where he
hopes to prosper with his talents for con and thievery. But Land's End is home to many who tread the crooked path--and to a dark, dangerous
presence even the local smugglers don't recognize. And suddenly Jimmy's youthful bravado and courage are leading him into the maw of
chaos . . . and, quite possibly, to his doom.
A contemporary fantasy novel about the Hastings family who move from California to upstate New York into a ramshackle, old house in a
deep wood and become involved in ancient, Celtic magic and occult horror when they are lured into the world of some luminous elfin beings.
After several near-disastrous conflicts, Kaspar, Talwin and Amafi uncover the new nest of the Nighthawks plotting against the royal house of
Kesh. But when they attempt to warn the emperor, it becomes clear that the nobles are already Varen's slaves, both willing and unwitting.
Book two in the magnificent Empire Trilogy by bestselling authors Raymond E. Feist and Janny Wurts, now available in ebook
Return to a world of magic and adventure from bestselling author Raymond E. Feist. This bundle includes the complete Chaoswar Saga. The
bundle includes: A Kingdom Besieged, A Crown Imperilled, Magician’s End.
In a strange realm of princes, priests, soldiers, and soothsayers, young orphan Pug, apprenticed to Master Magician Kulgan, becomes
embroiled in a war with another galaxy and strives to save his world.
“Feist constantly amazes.” —SF Site “Feist has a command of language and a natural talent for keeping the reader turning pages.” —Chicago
Sun-Times The Chaoswar—the fifth and final Riftwar—is in full, explosive swing in Raymond E. Feist’s A Crown Imperiled, the second book in
the acclaimed, New York Times bestselling fantasist’s monumental saga of courage, conflict, and bitter consequence. Once again,
Midkemia, the author’s brilliantly conceived fantasy milieu, is in gravest danger from outside invaders—and from treacherous forces within—as
the death of a powerful leader throws the world into chaos and threatens all hope of enduring peace. Returning in A Crown Imperiled are
some of Feist’s most memorable characters—including the great sorcerer, Pug, who has been a fan favorite since his introduction in the
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author’s beloved classic, Magician—and the action, as always, comes fast and furious. The Chaoswar Saga is the master fantasist working at
the peak of his powers, and further proof why Raymond E. Feist, like Terry Goodkind, George R. R. Martin, and Terry Brooks, is one of the
true giants of epic fantasy fiction.
The second volume in Raymond E. Feist’s first classic fantasy trilogy, the highly acclaimed Riftwar Saga.
As the Riftwar tears Midkemia apart, enemies trapped in the frozen Northlands must trust each other to stay alive. . . . In the sprawling,
embattled land of Midkemia, fate can form strange alliances. Nine years into the bloody and ongoing Riftwar, Dennis Hartraft's Marauders are
cold, hungry, and exhausted. Having only just survived a disastrous encounter with their sworn enemy, the Tsurani, the soldiers are headed
for a frontier garrison, where they will be able to rest and recover. But Hartraft's company arrives at the same time as a Tsurani patrol, and
both sides discover the stronghold overrun by a migrating horde of dark elves called moredhel, a foe so deadly and vicious the bitter enemies
must band together and fight as one. But can their hatred for their mutual enemy overcome their distrust of each other? As the two groups,
bound to each other by their common foe, make their way across the unknown Northlands to freedom, they have to struggle with not only the
elements and the enemy, but also their consciences. For, with both sides carrying painful scars from past wars, each man must ask himself
what is more important: one's life or one's honor?
The fourth book in the bestselling Serpentwar series.
BOOK THREE OF THE RIFTWAR LEGACY The final instalment of Feist’s spellbinding Krondor adventure. Now in a brilliant new livery.
‘Feist writes fantasy of epic scope, fast-moving action and vivid imagination’ Washington Post
Brand new epic fantasy from the master of the genre. A POWERFUL NEW EPIC FANTASY SERIES FROM ONE OF THE GREAT
MASTERS OF THE GENRE Among the Orosini tribe, every boy must undergo the traditional manhood ritual in order to understand his place
in the universe and discover his manhood name. Kielianapuna must survive on the remote mountain peak of Shatana Higo until the gods
grant him his vision. But Kieli has already waited for four days and nights, and now he is cold, lonely, despairing, and very, very tired... When
he is woken by the terrifying sensation of sharp claws piercing his skin and finds a rare silver hawk upon his arm, it is such a disorientating
moment that he is not sure whether it has even happened, or whether it was a vision. devastation. His village is being burned, his people
slaughtered. Although it means certain death, Kieli throws himself into the battle... Against all the odds, he survives, alone of all the Orosini,
who have been cut down where they stand: every last man, woman and child. A distant voice echoes in his mind: Rise up and be a talon for
your people... The visitation of the bird on Shatana Higo was indeed his naming vision. a man who must avenge the murder of his people,
whatever that may take... TALON OF THE SILVER HAWK begins a sweeping new epic fantasy series from worldwide bestselling author
Raymond E Feist and marks the 20th year since the first publication of his first novel, MAGICIAN. Featuring one of the most fascinating
characters and scenarios ever created in the genre, THE CONCLAVE OF SHADOWS promises to become one of the great all-time classics
in the field.

Saved by a mage's intervention from certain death, Kaspar, the evil Duke of Olasko, is lord no more -- reduced to an exile's
existence and forced to wander the harshest realms of the world he once enslaved. Merciless deserts, forbidding mountains, and
vast oceans now separate the once powerful despot from his former seat of power -- his dark dreams of vengeance overwhelmed
by the daily struggle for survival. But there is a larger drama that will entangle the broken dictator. An evil devastating and deadly
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seeks entrance to the land -- the mystical tool of a dark empire hungry for conquest and destruction -- and Kaspar has
inadvertently discovered the key. Suddenly, Midkemia's last hope is a disgraced and exiled duke whose history is written in blood,
and who now must wield his sword as her champion . . . if he so chooses..
As it began, so shall it end—in magic, mystery, and majesty . . . An uneasy quiet has settled upon Midkemia in the wake of a
surprise invasion. But the land is far from peaceful. Leaderless, the Kingdom is on the brink of anarchy and civil war, unless Hal
conDoin, Duke of Crydee, and his brothers can rally their allies to crown a new king. Yet the bravery of determined
warriors—brothers in blood and arms—is not enough to ensure the Kingdom's preservation without the magic of the Master Sorcerer
Pug. But to save Midkemia—and everything he has fought for and all he cherishes—Pug will have to pay the ultimate price. A
breathtaking tale of elves and men, love and hate, ambition and sacrifice, intrigue and brotherhood, war and peace, Magician's
End is the final volume in Raymond E. Feist's epic Riftwar Cycle, and brilliantly captures the essence of life and the eternal
struggle for survival.
He held the fate of two worlds in his hands... Once he was an orphan called Pug, apprenticed to a sorcerer of the enchanted land
of Midkemia.. Then he was captured and enslaved by the Tsurani, a strange, warlike race of invaders from another world. There,
in the exotic Empire of Kelewan, he earned a new name--Milamber. He learned to tame the unnimagined powers that lay withing
him. And he took his place in an ancient struggle against an evil Enemy older than time itself.
Discover the fate of the original black Magician, Pug, and his motley crew of agents who safeguard the world of Trigia, as
prophecy becomes truth in the Midkemian trilogy.
The critically acclaimed and bestselling Empire Trilogy by Raymond E. Feist and Janny Wurts, is now available in this ebook
bundle. The bundle includes Daughter of the Empire (1), Servant of the Empire (2), and Mistress of the Empire (3).
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